With Behrman House, planning your Hebrew Program is as easy as 1-2-3...

**Introduce the Alef Bet**

*PRE-PRIER*

**Alef Bet Quest**

*GRADES 3–4*  |  p. 106
> Decoding with writing
> Fully integrated text and digital app
> Teachers look alike letters separately, Modern and cultural vocabulary
> Uses story of a trip through Israel

**Shalom Uvrachah**

*PRIMER*

**Primer Express**

*GRADES 3–4*  |  p. 102
> Decoding with writing
> Lessons look alike letters separately
> Print and Script Editions
> Jewish culture vocabulary
> Optional Shalom Hebrew App

**Shalom Hebrew! Book**

*ADULT*  |  p. 104
> Decoding with or without writing
> Teachers look alike letters separately, Ideal for quick catch up
> Optional Shalom Hebrew App

**Aleph Isn’t Enough**

*ADULT*  |  p. 107
> Further decoding for those who know the sounds of the letters and vowels and how they combine to form syllables and words

**Teach Decoding**

*PRIMER*

**Hebrew in Harmony**

*GRADDITIONS 4–6*  |  pp. 110–114
> Tefillah with kavanah
> Prayer melodies
> Prayer skills
> Prayer meaning
> Personal Interpretation

**Hineni**

*ADULT*  |  pp. 116–119
> Prayer literacy
> Prayer skills
> Prayer meaning
> Selected roots
> Synagogue comfort

**Mitkadem**

*GRADDITIONS 3–7*  |  p. 120
> Prayer literacy
> Prayer skills
> Prayer meaning
> Grammar and vocabulary

**Kol Yisrael**

*GRADDITIONS 4–6*  |  p. 115
> Prayer skills
> Prayer meaning
> Grammar and vocabulary
> Jewish culture vocabulary

**Shalom Ivrit**

*ADULT*  |  pp. 122–123
> Modern Hebrew
> Real Hebrew words, simple grammar
> Conversation and stories
> Jewish themes
> Optional Prayer

**Chaverin B’Ivrit**

*ADULT*  |  pp. 128–129
> Modern Hebrew
> Comprehensive grades 2–6 curriculum for daily school environment
> Extensive grammar and vocabulary

**Let’s Talk! and Let’s Talk Now!**

*ADULT*  |  p. 126
> Hebrew Alaf and Ulpan Bet
> Teacher resource for introducing real Hebrew using movement, role playing, and songs

**Hebrew Alive!**

*ADULT*  |  p. 124
> Hebrew Activities to Show What You Know
> Ten-Minute Hebrew Reader
> Back-to-School Hebrew Refreshing

**Aleph Isn’t Tough**

*ADULT*  |  p. 107
> Introduction to Hebrew vowels and letters for English-speaking adults

**FOR YOUR DEVICE**

**Shalom Hebrew App**

> Primer app to learn decoding and practice reading. Progress saved to central database for teachers to monitor. Switch between child and adult designs. Matching games reinforce skills. All ages. For all devices. p. 105

**Chaverin B’Ivrit Digital**

> 300+ Hebrew videos reinforce vocabulary and grammar and match content of Chaverin B’Ivrit volume 1–8. App includes Hebrew teacher’s guide for using each video. For all devices. p. 129

**Kol Yisrael: Batya’s Bubbles and Blessings**

> Sing an alef bet song, record yourself and email your recording to friends, family, or teachers. FREE for iOS.

**HISTORY OF HEBREW**

**Hebrew Roots, Jewish Routes**

> For adults who want to learn more about Hebrew before taking on the language itself. p. 75, 127

Visit our website [www.behrmanhouse.com](http://www.behrmanhouse.com) or call 800-221-2777 for a curriculum consultation.